Ucat^on and training for the healing of the sick is older than most universities Was a1j least as deeply buried in the past as the origins of the university tradition. It WJiij eady We^ establishe<i and schools for the purpose had come into existence %si Work ?f ^e doctor was based almost entirely upon the art and craft of the orj ? Clan-The methods of medical education were those of apprenticeship and the pra .s ?f medical science were a by-product of rather than a foundation for medical
deVejICe" Thus when a university movement gained strength and the tendency thei^0Ped for medical schools to be incorporated in universities they brought with Schn ilnt? university scene a predominantly professional tradition to meet other lare , s ln the universities which were predominantly academic. They have very Prof ^ Preserved, even through the rapid changes of the last century, a predominantly suita^nal shape and basis. The medical curriculum has remained a curriculum Pr0cj e ?nly for intending doctors and its implicit aim and purpose has been to Safe tUce ^en and women who, having met most of the problems of doctoring, were Th? Practise the art of healing. Vne Predominant authority in the profession and consequently the biggest in-\lediCe,0Ver the medical curriculum and medical qualifications has been the General it hasa* Council. With its desire fully to safeguard the standards of the profession, the f0 ^ade recommendations to medical schools which have in fact had almost ^ theff 6 law-As the scientific basis of medicine has become more extensive and <JisCo ?Undation of treatment has become more and more the application of scientific \se ^fles ^or the improvement of diagnosis and therapy, the curriculum has under ^ceSsln^Uences become more specialized and more fragmented. As it has seemed ,ary to emphasize the development of a speciality by causing and encouraging ,Zatlon in consulting practice, so in medical education specialization has been ^ a st t0 cause analogous departmentalization both in teaching and in examinations.
a^airs which it is impossible for any able and experienced doctor to \ m !.n^0rmed in all the clinical specialities we are still in danger of requiring that ^ Unde1Ca student shall at least have some acquaintanceship with all of them. In Sgere^standable desire to ensure that a student is wholly ignorant of nothing a new j . arisen that he will neither be sufficiently well grounded in anything nor, %Ure ^till more important, gain a firm grasp of medical scholarship which will hlisfr of finding unity in diversity and also an opportunity to become really well estaDi ^ in at least one important scientific discipline. The layman may suggest but 0 ^setlt profession itself, even in a university, can bring about such a result. The pr t and the years which lie immediately ahead are the time to do it. Whether the o Y of medical schools is excessive, as some would have us believe, or not is still a for discussion, but it is clear that the education and training of the doctor nee ^ suffer from some of the pressures of expansion which must necessarily affect university activities. As regards the supply of men and women suitable and practise medicine, there is for the time being no great problem. Such a state or a . ,g offers ideal circumstances for fundamental reconsideration followed by pr??r re-organization and simplification. 
